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Conventional models of energy utilization by animals, based on partitioning metabolizable
energy (ME) intake or net energy (NE), are reviewed. The limitations of these methods are
discussed, including various experimental, analytical and conceptual problems. Variation in the
marginal efficiency of utilizing energy can be attributed to various factors: diet nutrient
composition; animal effects on diet ME content; diet and animal effects on ME for maintenance
(MEm); experimental methodology; and important statistical issues. ME partitioning can account
for some of the variation due to animal factors, but not that related to nutrient source. In addition
to many of the problems associated with ME, problems with NE pertain to: estimation of NE for
maintenance (NEm); experimental and analytical methodology; and an inability to reflect
variation in the metabolic use of NE. A conceptual framework is described for a new model of
energy utilization by animals, based on representing explicit flows of the main nutrients and the
important biochemical and biological transformations associated with their utilization.
Differences in energetic efficiency from either dietary or animal factors can be predicted with
this model.

Modelling: Energy utilization: Nutrient flow representation

Mathematical models can integrate theories and obser-
vations into a coherent framework that can be useful for
both conceptual and computational purposes. Animal
models have been developed for a variety of species and
applications: pig growth (Whittemore & Fawcett, 1976;
Black et al. 1986; Moughan et al. 1987; Pomar et al.
1991a; Technisch Model Varkensvoeding, 1991); repro-
ducing sows (Pomar et al. 1991b; Pettigrew et al. 1992);
poultry production (Zoons et al. 1991; Hruby et al. 1994);
growing sheep (Gill et al. 1984); growing fish (Machiels
& Henken, 1986; Cho & Bureau, 1998); growing and
reproducing beef cattle (Buchanan-Smith & Fox, 2000);
and dairy cattle (Baldwin et al. 1987). Some of these
models are based exclusively on empirical observations,
such as direct relationships between daily lysine and
energy intake, and average daily gain and backfat
thickness in growing pigs, established using multiple
linear regression (Carr et al. 1979). Application of such
empirical models is limited to animal, environmental, and
management conditions similar to those used in the trials
on which they are based. Furthermore, this approach to
representing animal production offers little insight into the

mechanistic biological principles of which the measured
performance is a consequence.

In contrast to the empirical approach, highly complex
mechanistic biochemical models have been developed to
simulate nutrient metabolism at the level of individual
tissues, using differential equations to represent (non-
causally) relationships between the various metabolite flow
rates. These mechanistic models are most useful for
demonstrating biological and biochemical principles,
especially at the cellular and inter-cellular levels. Whole-
animal models of this type have been developed, for
example in monogastric metabolism (Schulz, 1978),
preruminant calves (Gerrits, 1996), and especially in
ruminant animals, such as sheep (Gill et al. 1984), or
lactating cows (Baldwin et al. 1987; Dijkstra et al. 1992). In
practice, mechanistic models are not easy to use effectively
to predict whole-animal response. This illustrates the point
that when modelling a physical system a high degree of
detail should be used mainly at the spatial level (e.g.
genetic, cellular, whole-animal, groups of animals) which
the model is primarily designed to represent. A direct
representation of the biological mechanisms controlling
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nutrient metabolism at the tissue level is neither necessary,
nor desirable, for modelling and understanding the factors
which drive that control at the whole-animal level. Much of
the internal metabolic detail in a mechanistic model is
essentially noise when viewed at the higher spatial level.
Furthermore, the very large number of parameters that must
be estimated, in some instances without solid experimental
observations, limits predictive flexibility when extrapolat-
ing to different conditions and inputs, a weakness shared
with the empirical model.

A representation of energy utilization is central to any
animal production model. Conventional approaches use
phenomenological observations at the whole-animal level to
relate energy intake to body maintenance and (or)
production functions, either partitioning metabolizable
energy (ME) intake (Kielanowski, 1966; Emmans, 1994;
National Research Council, 1998), or the supply of net
energy (NE) (Noblet et al. 1994a; van Milgen et al. 1998).
This present article explores these two conventional
methods, examines their limitations, and discusses various
experimental, analytical, and conceptual problems with the
techniques. An alternative approach for representing energy
utilization which avoids many of these problems is
presented. A conceptual framework is described to extend
and generalize the simple nutrient partitioning models by
representing explicitly the material flows of energy-yielding
substrates, i.e. energy flow is an implicit consequence of
material flow and the corresponding energy density of that
material. Phenomenological observations based on whole-
animal response are combined with simple biochemical
transformations that model the main metabolic pathways of
using dietary nutrients for the various body functions.
Differences in energetic efficiency which are a consequence
of either the source, or metabolic use, of nutrients are
explicitly represented and can be predicted based on the
contribution of specific biological and biochemical
processes, i.e. heat increments are closely associated with
the various biological processes of which they are a
consequence. Furthermore, the residual heat output which is

not associated with production is considerably smaller than
conventional ‘maintenance energy’, and can be more
closely linked to an animal’s physical state. As a conceptual
model of nutrient utilization, the fundamental structure of
this nutritional process model is applicable across species.

Conventional methods of representing energy utilization

Partitioning metabolizable energy intake

The classical energetic hierarchy (Fig. 1) defines ME as the
useable energy supplied to an animal from dietary nutrients,
after accounting for faecal, gaseous and urinary losses
(Knox, 1979). For a particular species these physical losses
are considered to be a fixed characteristic of the diet,
independent of intake and metabolic state (e.g. Agricultural
Research Council, 1981; National Research Council, 1998).
The simplest approach to partitioning ME intake is in terms
of its use by an animal for production, for instance as
retained energy (RE), and a residual amount (MEm)
associated with maintenance:

ME ¼ MEm 1 ð1=kgÞRE:

Different energetic efficiencies are associated with pro-
duction, for instance for growth (kg), as compared with
maintenance purposes. This simple model fails to take into
account the significantly different efficiencies (e.g. Thor-
bek, 1967) that relate to energy retention as lipid (kf) and
protein (kp). In order to model energy utilization more
accurately for varying lipid:protein ratios in the RE,
Kielanowski (1966, 1976) subdivided the RE term into RE
in lipid (REL) and in protein (REP):

ME ¼ MEm 1 ð1=kfÞREL 1 ð1=kpÞREP:

The use of multiple linear regression to derive values for kf,
kp and MEm makes the assumption that the marginal
efficiency of utilizing ME for each product is constant, i.e.
independent of level of performance, energy intake,
metabolic state, and so on.

Fig. 1. Classical energy hierarchy. Digestible energy (DE) is gross energy intake
(GE) less faecal losses; metabolizable energy (ME) is DE less urinary and gaseous
losses; net energy (NE) is ME less heat increment of feeding (HI). NE can be
further subdivided into net energy for maintenance (NEm) and products (NEp); NEp
can be attributed to retained protein (Pd), retained lipid (Ld), milk, and so on.
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Kielanowski’s equation is the basis for representing
energy utilization in many animal growth models (e.g.
Whittemore & Fawcett, 1976; Agricultural Research
Council, 1981; Black et al. 1986; Moughan et al. 1987;
Technisch Model Varkensvoeding, 1991; de Lange, 1995;
National Research Council, 1998). Properly parameterized
ME models of this type can predict energetic performance
reasonably accurately with diets and conditions similar to
those for which the observations relating REL and REP to
ME intake were obtained. Reported values for kf and kp vary
widely: 0:70 and 0:58 (Close et al. 1973); 0:8 and 0:6
(Noblet et al. 1991); 0:74 and 0:56 (Agricultural Research
Council, 1981); 0:6 and 0:51 (Tess, 1981); 0:74 and 0:45
(Pullar & Webster, 1977); 0:75 and 0:44 (Whittemore, 1997;
National Research Council, 1998). This variation illustrates
some of the problems inherent in adequately defining and
partitioning ME intake: (1) diet effects on utilization of ME
for various body functions; (2) animal effects on diet ME
content; (3) diet and animal effects on MEm; (4)
experimental methodology used to evaluate the partitioning
of ME intake; (5) statistical issues associated with deriving
independent estimates of MEm, kf and kp.

Characterizing a diet using a fixed ME (or dietary energy)
density, as is done in many experimental analyses and
feeding tables (Agricultural Research Council, 1981; Noblet
et al. 1987, 1994a; Emmans, 1994; Möhn & de Lange,
1997; Azevedo et al. 1998; Centraal Veevoeder Bureau,
1998; National Research Council, 1998), always entails a
loss of information. Different sources of energy cannot be
distinguished and therefore the different efficiencies with
which nutrients are utilized as energy substrates cannot be
taken into account (Noblet et al. 1993; Black, 1995). This
problem is specifically addressed by the concept of net
energy.

A fixed dietary ME density is also biologically
inconsistent. In particular, the utilization of dietary protein,
i.e. partitioning of digested protein between animal products
and as an energy substrate, influences diet ME content
(Whittemore, 1983, 1997). This problem may be overcome
by separating digestible energy intake derived from protein
and non-protein sources, and explicitly representing the
utilization of dietary protein in the model (Whittemore &
Fawcett, 1976; Moughan et al. 1987; de Lange, 1995).
Urinary excretion of energy, which is closely associated
with urinary N (uN) excretion, can be adjusted with this
method to reflect variation in the level of protein catabolism.
This approach also allows for assigning an energy cost (heat
loss) to excretion of uN (Emmans, 1994). Other diet and
animal factors contribute to diet ME content, as illustrated
by the considerable variation in the relationship between uN
and urinary energy content across species and studies.
Hoffmann & Klein (1980) give the results of regressions on
over three thousand observations of urinary energy content
for cattle, sheep, pigs and rats. A wide range of values is
reported, both between species, from 28:5 kJ/g uN (rats) to
62:5 kJ/g uN (cows), and within species, with SE as large as
21 kJ/g uN. This variation can be expected, reflecting
variation in the composition of both the nitrogenous and
non-nitrogenous components of urine. In mammals, for
example, urea (22:5 kJ/g N) normally accounts for 80–90 %
uN (Hawk, 1965); the non-specific N (NSN) fraction

provides a much higher energy content, for example from
amino acids (e.g. 140 kJ/g N), or creatinine (56 kJ/g N). A
decrease in total uN excretion is always accompanied by a
decrease in the urea N:NSN ratio in urine (Hawk, 1965), and
consequently an increase in the energy content of urine can
be expected with a reduction of total uN excretion. These
considerations are important because an accurate estimate
of urinary energy content is necessary for calculating
simulated ME intakes in the calibration of the nutritional
process model (Birkett & de Lange, 2001b).

Partitioning of ME intake via multiple linear regression is
usually based on the a priori assumption that MEm is an
allometric function of body weight, either independently
estimated (Close et al. 1973; Bikker, 1994; Noblet et al.
1994a, 1999), or determined as an additional regression
variable (Noblet et al. 1989b). However, the former method
incorrectly forces a fixed amount of energy from ME intake
to be available for growth, and, with either approach, the
regression coefficients are very sensitive to the assumed
relationship between MEm and body weight or body
components (Tess, 1981; Noblet & Henry, 1991). Even
though MEm is about one-third of total heat production
(HP) in growing animals, the concept may be biologically
and functionally ambiguous (Knap, 2000). For example, for
a growing animal, maintenance energy requirement is often
defined as the ME intake which results in energy balance,
i.e. zero RE. There is, however, convincing evidence for
significant catabolism of body lipid and positive protein
retention at very low ME intakes in growing pigs (Fuller
et al. 1976; Close et al. 1978, 1982; Kyriazakis & Emmans,
1992; Kyriazakis et al. 1993). Reported levels of protein
retention at zero energy balance are also quite variable.
Furthermore, maintenance energy requirements are known
to vary between groups of animals and are affected by feed,
animal, and environmental factors (Bernier et al. 1996;
Knap, 2000). Maintenance energy will also vary within a
group of animals according to individual behaviour and
activity levels (van Milgen et al. 1998).

The choice of method used to determine protein and lipid
accretion rates, traditionally either respiration calorimetry
or comparative slaughter techniques, has an influence on the
determined energetic efficiencies (Webster, 1989). Both
methods divide an observed ME intake completely between
RE and HP, calorimetry calculating RE from a measured
HP, and vice versa for the serial slaughter method.
McCracken & Rao (1989) report a 9 % higher HP for pigs
in comparative slaughter conditions as compared with those
confined in metabolism crates. Systematic errors in
measuring feed intake or calculating ME intake have
opposite effects in the two techniques, an overestimate of
ME intake, for instance, causing an overestimate of
energetic efficiency with calorimetry, and an underestimate
with comparative slaughter. N balance techniques, required
in conjunction with respiration calorimetry, are believed to
overestimate N retention as compared with serial slaughter
(Kielanowski, 1976; Möhn & de Lange, 1997; Möhn et al.
2000), thereby overestimating kp. Any error in the
calorimetry coefficients directly affects only the REL
term, and therefore the calculated kf value. Finally,
sustained manipulation of the composition of gain in a
serial slaughter trial will eventally produce animals with
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significantly different chemical body compositions, influen-
cing the MEm term.

To obtain a meaningful partitioning of ME intake animals
should be properly adjusted to both the diet composition and
the intake level before measuring HP. An equilibrium HP
cannot be expected after a sudden change in feed intake,
until visceral organ size, an important contributor to HP, has
adapted from the previous intake (Koong et al. 1982; Yen,
1997). The required period of adaptation is likely to be
considerable; for example, subsequent to a 50 % feed
restriction, McCracken & McAllister (1984) report a
gradual reduction in HP over a period of 20 d. Associating
non–equilibrium HP values with a given ME intake
confounds the diet-related heat increment of feeding with a
variable and unpredictable animal-related heat increment,
the residual effect of the previous feeding regimen on HP.

To avoid inconsistent values for the regression coeffi-
cients it is essential to have observations with a wide range
of ME intakes, and, at each intake level, wide variation in
the distribution of ME between animal products. In addition,
MEm must reasonably be expected to be identical between
treatments. These conditions are difficult to achieve in
practice, since variation in animal type (genotype, body
weight, etc.) is often used to provide the required
experimental variation in distribution of energy to different
products (Tess, 1981). The restriction of a common MEm
between treatments can be partially circumvented by
dividing these into subgroups that individually satisfy the
requirement. For example, Pullar & Webster (1977) used
congenitally obese and lean rats, fed at two energy intake
levels, and analysed at two body weights, to provide eight
treatments for regression, with a wide variation in REP and
REL. All eight treatments were combined into a common
regression, i.e. four parallel regressions, with the implicit
assumption that the ME costs of incrementing REP and REL
were constant throughout the treatments. Even in this well-
designed study, this latter assumption may not have been
accurate, since it was later determined that the fractional
rate of protein synthesis was similar in both obese and lean
rats, and thus the impaired rate of protein deposition in the
obese rats was due to an increased rate of protein
degradation and catabolism (Webster et al. 1979). Since
protein turnover is an energy demanding process which
contributes to kp it might be expected that the kp pertaining
to the obese rats would be lower than that of the lean rats.

Statistical problems with deriving independent estimates
of kf and kp are often attributed to autocorrelation between
the variables ME, REP and REL (Rattray et al. 1974;
Koong, 1977; Emmans, 1994; Noblet et al. 1999; Knap,
2000), but this is not entirely accurate. Autocorrelation per
se is not the important issue since causality is not being
tested. In any case, most experimental data for partitioning
ME intake reverses the statistical causality of the regression,
since, in practice, the dependent variable (ME) is
manipulated and the effect on the independent variables
(REP and REL) is measured. Nevertheless, autocorrelation
is also likely associated with a critical mathematical
problem indirectly, since such data often exhibit a high level
of multi-collinearity. This problem, which causes numerical
instability and inconsistent regression coefficients (Roux
et al. 1982), is an intrinsic property of the numerical values

of the variables, and is not directly related to any aspect of
how these quantities were derived. It occurs when data
points are not sufficiently linearly independent, so that the
slope of the regression plane cannot be properly determined
in two independent directions. For practical reasons, multi-
collinearity in data generated for partitioning of ME intake
is difficult to avoid, and the extent of the problem cannot
easily be assessed, but it can generally be assumed to be
associated with regressions that have large standard errors
and (or) unexpected and unstable regression coefficients.

Net energy systems

NE is traditionally defined (e.g. Knox, 1979) as NE ¼
ME 2 HI;where HI is the heat increment of feeding (Fig. 1).
It can be further subdivided according to NE ¼ NEm 1
NEp; where NEm is NE for maintenance, and NEp is the
gross energy content of animal products. These concepts
have been applied to develop practical NE systems
(Schiemann et al. 1972; Just, 1982; Noblet et al. 1994a)
which use empirical observations to estimate the useful
energy an animal can acquire from the diet as a function of
the nutrient composition of the diet. Such NE systems can
effectively account for the differences in energetic
efficiency related to nutrient energy source by considering
its impact on the heat increment, however, as for the ME
model, the statistical relationships governing response
cannot associate energy requirements with the functional
biological processes that use the energy. Specific limitations
of static NE systems relate to: (1) estimation of NEm; (2) the
experimental and analytical methodology for determining
NE values (see p. 656); (3) an inability to reflect variation in
the metabolic use of energy.

The estimate of NEm will generally not affect the prediction
of the relative ranking of diet NE content (Noblet & Henry,
1991; Noblet et al. 1994a), but, if this is the only objective of
an NE system, diet ranking may just as well be accomplished
by defining NE as RE and ignoring NEm altogether. The
absolute NE value for a particular diet, and therefore the
predicted energetic efficiency NE/ME for that diet, will be
directly affected by the value used to represent NEm.

NE for maintenance cannot be determined directly by
experimental means. Therefore NE systems must estimate
NEm, for which BMR, the equilibrium HP of a fasting
animal is often used. BMR itself cannot be measured
directly experimentally, and is generally estimated by one or
more measurements of fasting HP, which approaches BMR
asymptotically in time (Schiemann et al. 1972; Just, 1982;
Noblet & Henry, 1991; Noblet et al. 1989a, 1994a,b). BMR
is not a good estimate for NEm, since it represents both the
energy requirements for basal body functions, which may be
represented by ATP requirements at the cellular level, as
well as heat produced by generating ATP from body
nutrient stores (Fig. 2). It is more appropriate to represent
NEm as kb � BMR; where kb is the efficiency of converting
energy retained in body nutrients to useful energy contained
in ATP. In a similar manner, NEm may be calculated from
MEm as kd �MEm; where kd is the efficiency of utilizing
dietary energy sources for generating ATP. The value km ¼
kd=kb is simply the relative efficiency of using body as
compared with dietary nutrients, i.e. it is the BMR:MEm
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ratio. A strong conceptual relationship exists between
fasting HP and NEm, since kb is likely to vary little, which
follows because the relative contribution of body nutrients
for generating ATP in a starved animal is likely to vary
little, although it may be influenced by nutritional history
(e.g. Koong et al. 1982). The relationship between MEm
and NEm is weaker, since kd is influenced by diet nutrient
composition.

As an alternative to experimental measurement of fasting
HP, Noblet et al. (1989a, 1994a ) estimate fasting HP by
extrapolating a linear relationship between HP and ME
above maintenance (with slope 1 2 kgÞ to its zero-ME
intercept (H0). However, there is apparently no relationship
between FHP ¼ km �MEm and H0 ¼ kg �MEm (Fig. 2),
because there is none between km and kg (Blaxter &
Wainman, 1961; Fowler et al. 1979; Webster, 1989;
Emmans, 1994). In some situations H0 may actually provide
a better direct estimate of NEm than BMR, when H0 is
smaller than BMR, but this relationship is unpredictable and
depends on the relative values of kb, kd, and kg. The
intercept H0 is difficult to determine accurately in practice
and is particularly sensitive to the slope of the regression
from which it is extrapolated. The relationship between HP
and ME must be established for the reasonably narrow range
of intakes in which a theoretical linear relationship can be

expected, i.e. above that for which lipid retention is non-
negative, about 1:3 times MEm for pigs (de Greef, 1992),
and below that for which protein retention has reached the
maximum potential protein retention, about 2:5 �MEm for
pigs (de Greef, 1992). In this ME range, kg will vary both
with diet composition and according to the REP:REL ratio
in the incremental gain. For a fixed composition of the gain
(Fig. 3), the intercept H0 is largely independent of diet
composition, since H0 ¼ kg �MEm ¼ ðkg=kdÞ � NEm; and
the kg:kd ratio is based on relative biochemical and
biological efficiencies of generating REL, REP and ATP
(kg), or ATP alone (kd), from dietary nutrients. Concep-
tually, this implies that both MEm and kg should change
with diet composition in such a way that the product is
constant, demonstrating the dependence of MEm on diet
composition as well as the animal’s state. In contrast, for
variation in kg that is related to differences in the
incremental REP:REL ratio, and a fixed diet composition
(with no associated change in kd), the intercept H0 is not a
constant (Fig. 4), ranging between the values kp �MEm and
kf �MEm: Thus, for a given diet, the experimental
distribution of RE between REP and REL can influence
the value determined for H0 by as much as 40 %.

This suggests that different kg values and regression lines
can be expected for HP v. ME observations that pertain to

Fig. 2. General representation of the relationship between heat production (HP) and metabolizable energy intake (ME). Maintenance ME
(MEm) is defined as the ME intake MEm for which HP ¼ MEm: BMR is equilibrium fasting HP (FHP). Maintenance net energy (NEm) is the
useful energy required for basal purposes. NEm may be supplied from nutrients in dietary intake, with heat increment HIm(diet) and marginal
energetic efficiency kd, or from body nutrient stores, with heat increment HIm(body) and marginal energetic efficiency kb. At intakes above
MEm, energy is retained (RE), with heat increment of feeding HI and efficiency kg. H0 is the extrapolated intercept from the HP v. ME relation-
ship above MEm.
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different diet compositions and REP:REL ratios. To derive a
value for H0, observations for different diets can be kept
separate, in which case a reasonable number of different ME
intake levels must be available for each diet. Alternatively,
the intercept of a combined regression with observations
from different diets can be used to approximate the common
convergence point of the individual regressions (Noblet
et al. 1994a). With an adequate number of diets and range of
ME values, the combined regression can be based on just a
single ME value for each diet. However, with such a
combined regression, to avoid a biased value for H0, it is
critical that ME intakes and diet composition be
independent, i.e. there must be no correlation between ME
intakes and the kg values for individual diets.

Regardless of how well an NE system predicts variation
in energetic efficiency related to diet nutrient composition, it
is very limited in its representation of animal effects on
energy utilization. For example, energetic efficiencies, and
also the hierarchy of relative efficiencies, are affected by the
metabolic use of nutrients, i.e. for maintenance, lipid and
protein retention, milk production, and so on (Noblet, 1996;
Whittemore, 1997). Other animal effects on NE include:
alternative metabolic pathways for energy substrates with
different efficiencies; variation in the utilization of amino
acid intake; variation in faecal excretion related to nutrient
digestibility; and variable rates of fermentation v. enzymatic
digestion for particular nutrients. These metabolic effects on

energetic efficiency are not insignificant. For example: kg

for a typical pig diet might vary from 0:60 to 0:65 simply as
a consequence of varying the REL:REP ratio in the
incremental gain from 1 to 3; a change in the relative
proportion of maintenance to production, as might be
influenced by live weight for instance, will have a similar
effect on kg; and lipid retention from dietary as compared
with de novo fatty acid sources will involve significantly
different energetic efficiencies, for instance 90 % v. 75 % for
pigs (Black, 1995). Since the NE content which
characterizes a diet can pertain to only one particular
(average) metabolic state, none of these effects can be
incorporated in an NE system.

To illustrate the problems involved with the derivation
and interpretation of NE values, the NE system for pigs
presented in Noblet et al. (1989a, 1994a ) is examined. This
system is based on the results of an extensive series of
complex feeding trials involving a total of sixty-one
experimental diets of widely varied composition, fed to pigs
at two levels of ME intake, with a total of 480 observations
of HP in individual pigs. Target high-ME intake level was
2:43 MJ/kg body weight0

:60. However, due to feed refusals
for some of the high-fibre diets, these were not always
achieved (reported mean 2:26 MJ/kg body weight0

:60, range
1:95–2:69 MJ/kg body weight0

:60) and the actual high-ME
intake levels corresponded to a range of 64–88 % ad libitum
intake according to National Research Council (1987).

Fig. 3. General representation of the relationship between heat production (HP) and metabolizable energy intake (ME) for different diet compo-
sitions with fixed composition of gain. BMR, i.e. equilibrium fasting heat production (FHP), extrapolated intercept (H0), and maintenance net
energy (NEm) are diet-independent. Maintenance ME intake (MEm) varies with marginal energetic efficiency (kg) of using ME for energy reten-
tion (RE), in such a way that H0 ¼ kg �MEm is constant.
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Low intake level was restricted to 60 % of the target high
intake level. Gross energy content and faecal nutrient and
energy digestibilities, as well as urinary and gaseous energy
losses, were determined for each of the diets, and ileal
digestibilities were measured for some nutrients. During
each treatment period of 3 weeks, a diet was fed at the low
intake level on days 19 and 20, and otherwise at the high
intake level. N balance was measured on days 11–18; HP
was measured by indirect calorimetry methods (Brouwer
equation) on days 15 to 18 (high intake) and on day 20 (low
intake). For each diet, NE ¼ H0 1 RE was calculated using
the high intake level RE observations, and an estimate for
H0 extrapolated from a linear regression based on the
combined HP v. ME observations at the high and low intake
levels, together with some additional observations from a
small independent dataset (Noblet et al. 1989b; n 30, ad
libitum maize–soyabean meal-fed boars). Despite a
rigorous and sophisticated experimental methodology,
several problems may have distorted the analytical aspects
of the study, and the general applicability of the NE
equations derived can be questioned:

1. a diet quality bias is evident in the high intake level
observations, probably related to the variation in
intake resulting from feed refusals. Analysis of the
reported values shows a significant positive corre-
lation between diet quality, defined in terms of DM
digestibility, and ME intake/body weight0

:6. This
association of the less energy-efficient diets with the

lower ME intakes tends to underestimate the slope of
the combined regression for the high intake level
observations, and overestimate the intercept, H0;

2. HP was measured after only a single day of feeding a
diet at the low intake level. This very short adjustment
period was implemented in an attempt to separate HP
due to nutrient metabolism, e.g. biochemistry, from
that due to biological processes, e.g. maintenance
energy requirements (J Noblet, personal communi-
cation). However, as a result, the HP values at the low
intake level are likely significantly higher than
equilibrium HP would have been at these ME intakes
(see p. 650). In the combined regression, these low
intake level observations will compound the effect on
the slope due to the diet quality bias, with an
additional tendency to overestimate the intercept, H0;

3. the extent of variation reported for the REL:REP ratio
at the high intake level, between about 1:0 and 2:5,
was considered not to significantly affect the NE
values obtained (Noblet et al. 1989a, 1994a), however
this assessment is based on estimates for kp and kf of
0:6 and 0:8 (Noblet et al. 1989b, 1991). Alternative
estimates for kp and kf of 0:48 and 0:72, more typical
of the literature values cited earlier, would imply a
larger variation in kg, by up to 10 %, due to the
reported variation in REL:REP ratio. This affects
the estimate of H0 in the combined regression, the
interpretation of the NE values for a particular diet, and
the relative efficiency predicted for different diets.

Fig. 4. General representation of the relationship between heat production (HP) and metabolizable energy intake (ME) for fixed diet compo-
sition and varying composition of gain. BMR, i.e. equilibrium fasting heat production (FHP), maintenance net energy (NEm), and maintenance
ME intake (MEm) are independent of the lipid (Ld):protein (Pd) ratio in the gain. The extrapolated intercept (H0) depends on the Ld:Pd ratio,
varying from kp � NEm to kf � NEm; where kp and kf are the marginal energetic efficiencies of using ME for protein and lipid retention respec-
tively. REL, retained energy from lipid; REP, retained energy from protein.
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These points demonstrate that practical problems with
NE systems are difficult to avoid, even when these are based
on an extensive and comprehensive series of experiments.
To determine simultaneously the energetic consequences of
diet nutrient source, metabolic use of nutrient intake, and
metabolic pathway, an alternative, more mechanistic model
is required. As suggested by Noblet & Henry (1991): ‘on a
long term basis, progress in pig nutrition will come from
mechanistic approaches where both the animal’s require-
ment and dietary nutrient utilization will be considered in a
biochemical and regulatory approach.’

Representing energy utilization by nutrient flows

To avoid the limitations associated with ME or NE models
of energy utilization, a more biologically meaningful model
is suggested using a systems approach to represent explicitly
the material flows of nutrients and the transformations these
undergo as they are processed by an animal. In modelling
animal nutrition six functionally distinct biological
processes (Fig. 5) can be identified: I, intake, the acquisition
of absorbed nutrients; M, metabolic, the conversion of
absorbed nutrients to anabolic and energy-yielding sub-
strates; fX, faecal excretion of non-digested and endogenous
material; uX, urinary excretion of non-metabolizable and
endogenous material; P, production, the synthesis of animal
products, and their retention or secretion; and B, basal
nutrient expenditure, the residual nutrient requirements not
accounted with the other processes. Free energy, supplied
by M in the form of ATP bonds, is required to drive each of
these transformation processes. According to the animal
species, the production objective, and the purpose of the
model, the internal structure of each process can be
expanded to an appropriate level of detail necessary to
predict input–output response at the whole-animal level

adequately, based on causal relations associated with the
functional biological and biochemical principles
represented.

This nutritional process model representing explicit
nutrient flows is conceptually consistent with conventional
approaches to modelling energy utilization, which can be
derived from it by converting nutrient flows to equivalent
energy flows using the corresponding energy densities, and
regarding the nutrient transformation processes simply as
energy transformations (filters). For example, the ME model
consists of the energy filters: I from gross energy to
digestible energy; M from digestible energy to ME; P from
ME to animal products; and B from ME to MEm. The
equations that represent these energy filters (e.g. in terms of
kp, kf, and so on) reflect the combined energetic
consequences of biochemical and biological inefficiencies,
the effects of which cannot therefore be separated.

The concept of ‘effective energy’ (Emmans, 1994)
provides a valuable extension of the ME model by explicitly
allocating some ME intake to faecal and urinary excretion,
i.e. to drive the two material waste flows. In effect two
additional energy filters have been included in this effective
energy model, fX and uX, providing a closer association of
biological processes with the heat production for which they
are responsible, and a metabolically improved model
compared with the conventional ME or NE approach.
However, effective energy still has the limitation of an
empirical (i.e. statistical), rather than causal, input–output
response. Moreover, diet nutrient composition is only
partially taken into account by using different efficiencies
for direct and de novo fat deposition for monogastric
animals, or the factor related to the efficiency of
fermentation for ruminant animals.

The theoretical conceptual framework for this nutritional
process model reflects the conventional biological view of

Fig. 5. Nutritional process model of nutrient utilization based on nutrient flows. Material flows of nutrients and metabolites, and the main
material transformations between these (nutritional processes) are explicitly represented. Feed intake is converted in I (intake process) into
absorbed nutrients, from which M (metabolic process) acquires energy yielding metabolites and anabolic substrates. These are converted by
P (production process) into animal products which are either retained or secreted. The residual nutrient requirements not explicitly included
elsewhere are represented by B (basal process). Excretion of waste products is represented by fX (faecal excretion process) and uX (urinary
excretion process). These nutritional processes require free energy, which is supplied from M in the form of ATP. Heat production can be
attributed directly to the biological and biochemical processes with which it is associated.
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animal nutrition and metabolism (Baldwin & Bywater,
1984). The control rules which govern model input–output
response by choosing a unique metabolic pathway for
nutrients are based on phenomenological observations at the
whole-animal level. Metabolic flows are not used for control
purposes (as they are in a mechanistic biochemical model),
only for the material bookkeeping required to represent
metabolic effects on the energetic efficiency of nutrient
utilization. Model variables must therefore be defined as the
average flows of nutrients over some time period t
consistent with the whole-animal observations on which
the control rules are based. For example, average daily
nutrient flows (g/d or mol/d) would be appropriate in an
animal growth model; for modelling milk production in
dairy cows, nutrient flows might be averaged over a time
period in min (e.g. mmol/min).

The primary model input consists of feed intake
expressed as the total mass of feed consumed per time
period t, and characterized according to specific nutrient
flows. Only those nutrient intakes X1;…;Xn which are
relevant to the species and production application being
modelled need be explicitly represented; flows of other
materials can be implicitly associated with the flows
X1;…;Xn: For example, water and ash might be regarded as
implicit nutrients, and the flow of organic matter considered
to be the model input. Since only the main material flows
and biological processes are explicitly represented, some of
the energy requirements for these transformations can be
attributed to the material flows that are implicitly associated
with them. Model outputs consist of wastes (faeces, gases,
and urine) and secreted animal products (e.g. milk, eggs).
Material transformation processes convert the input nutrient
flows X1;…;Xn into flows of other nutrients (e.g. volatile
fatty acids, glucose etc.) and metabolites (e.g. acetyl Co-A,
ATP), which serve as the anabolic substrates for the
products and a source of free energy. In general, an explicit
chemical mass balance is not achieved (e.g. for C), however,
it may be desirable to choose explicit material flows
carefully so this is ensured in some cases, for example when
it is metabolically important or relevant in environmental
applications (e.g., N, P).

A nutritional process model for growing animals

To illustrate the concepts, a model is described for nutrient
utilization by growing animals, for which the products are
retained protein and lipid determined on a daily basis. This
model extends the representations of nutrient utilization
used in conventional animal growth models (e.g. Whitte-
more & Fawcett, 1976; Agricultural Research Council,
1981; Black et al. 1986; Moughan et al. 1987; Technisch
Model Varkensvoeding, 1991; de Lange, 1995). Daily DM
intake can be characterized by the explicit flows of essential
amino acids, NSN, crude fat, starch, sugars, and remaining
organic material, largely NSP. All other material flows are
regarded as implicit. For example, ash flow and its retention
is not represented, therefore it must be implicitly linked to
the flow of some other material(s), likely retained body
protein with which it can be biologically associated. Waste
outputs are non-digested DM (xDM) and uN. N flows are
represented in sufficient detail to achieve a mass N balance.

The control structure for nutrient utilization must determine
a unique pathway for each material flow, according to the
animal’s metabolic state. Nutrient use is prioritized as
follows: (1) a basal requirement for amino acids and ATP
independent of production level; then (2) the potential
protein retention consistent with the remaining available
amino acid intake and the animal’s (genetic) performance
potential; and, finally (3) daily lipid retention as the sink for
excess nutrient intake, based on the constraint of a mass
balance for individual metabolite flows. Phenomenological
controls such as this can be made quite sophisticated, for
example by incorporating additional constraints on the
chemical composition of growth to force a minimum body
lipid:body protein retention ratio.

The intake process represents the physical ingestion of
(digestible) nutrient intake, and its transformation by
digestion, absorption, and transport to sites for metabolic
utilization. Intake requires free energy to support the
physical work of processing the material, and for the
biochemical and physical changes which the nutrients
undergo. In general, two distinct subprocesses are required,
representing the biological processes of enzymatic digestion
and fermentation. A complex submodel may be necessary
for the fermentation process, representing explicitly the
various interacting biochemical and microbial processes
involved (Dijkstra et al. 1992). However, a simplified
representation is likely to be adequate in many cases, for
example for monogastric animals (Birkett & de Lange,
2001a).

The metabolic process either makes absorbed nutrients
directly available for use as anabolic substrates (e.g. dietary
fatty acids) by the production process, or transforms them
biochemically to metabolites which can serve as anabolic or
energy-yielding substrates. The products of degraded body
protein and lipid may also re-enter the metabolic pools.
Subprocesses must be included in M to represent relevant
biochemical transformations (e.g. catabolism of amino
acids, glucose, and so on). An output of ATP is produced as
needed to meet the free energy requirements of the other
processes. Waste outputs from M are N from catabolized
amino acids and non-specific losses from the free amino
acid pool. Metabolic energy requirements are either implicit
in the biochemical inefficiencies expressed in the stoichi-
ometry of the catabolic processes, or expressed as ATP
requirements which must be explicitly generated in M.

The free energy requirement for faecal excretion is a
consequence of the physical work of ingesting, processing,
and excreting non-digested material. The free energy
requirement for urinary excretion, including N derived from
catabolized amino acids, fermentation, and non-specific
losses, also includes an amount which can be attributed to
various metabolic processes that are implicitly associated
with urinary excretion.

The production process transforms anabolic substrates
into animal products, in this case retained body protein and
lipid. For growing animals, defining a production rate
unambiguously has logical difficulties because retention
equilibrium is, in general, a dynamic state. In particular, a
state of zero retention is likely to involve non-zero but equal
rates of product synthesis and degradation. To attribute
energy and material requirements to the correct subprocesses
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where they originate, suggests that, in the most general
conceptual model, product synthesis and degradation must
be separately and explicitly represented (Whittemore &
Fawcett, 1976). However, various reasons suggest that a
simplified model representing only the net production level
may have to be adopted in practice (Birkett & de Lange,
2001a). In this case only a single material flow from M to P
is needed, representing the substrate flow required to
support the net production level. The energy requirement to
support net retention consists of an incremental amount
which can be associated directly with an increment in the
net rate of product retention, and a residual amount that can
conveniently be included in the basal ATP requirement
because it is independent of the rate of production and the
other processes.

The basal ATP requirement, that which cannot be
associated with feed intake, urinary and faecal excretion, or
(net) production, represents the residual energy expenditure
which is independent of diet, feeding, and metabolic state. A
close connection can therefore be expected to physical body
state, with some adjustment for animal type, activity, and
environmental factors. Basal free energy requirement (BE)
may be supplied (with varying efficiencies) from metabolite
sources derived from nutrient intake or via mobilization and
catabolism of body tissues. No attempt is made to estimate
separately the energy requirements for the various
metabolic and physiological processes that contribute to
BE (Milligan & Summers, 1986; Black, 1995), which
include: (1) basal visceral protein turnover independent of
intake and rate of protein retention, i.e. to maintain a
minimum visceral size, the equilibrium size which would be
attained after a sufficiently long period of zero nutrient
intake; (2) basal carcass protein turnover independent of the
rate of production; (3) protein synthesis to replace skin and
hair losses and basal endogenous gut losses, i.e. gut losses
not associated with intake; (4) basal lipid turnover not
related to the rate of lipid retention; (5) maintenance of
metabolite pool levels, concentration gradients etc.; (6)
minimum respiration, blood flow, muscle tension, activity
and immune system function; (7) metabolic processes
necessary to derive energy from metabolite pools to meet all
the energy requirements mentioned earlier. Protein turn-
over, especially that in the visceral organs, and the
associated activity of Na+/K+ pumps are likely the main
contributors to BE (Milligan & Summers, 1986; Gill et al.
1989; Yen, 1997), therefore it is not unreasonable to assume
a relationship between BE and body protein mass.

Discussion and conclusions

Conventional approaches to represent energy utilization
have been discussed and a material flow model described to
represent nutrient utilization by animals in a wide range of
metabolic and nutritional states. The conversion of dietary
nutrient intake to nutrients in animal products is explicitly
represented in such a way that the HP associated with the
main biochemical and biological processes may be
estimated. To represent nutrient utilization properly some
level of metabolic detail is necessary, so that ‘useful energy’
can be separated from heat increments in a functionally and
biologically meaningful way. Control rules based on

phenomenological whole-animal response can be used to
determine the primary nutrient fluxes at the metabolic level.
This approach can be contrasted with the control rules for a
mechanistic whole-animal biochemical model, for which
metabolites play a fundamental role in determining whole-
animal response based on the regulation of metabolite
interchanges between pools (e.g. Gerrits, 1996). These two
approaches essentially reverse the causality of the control
structure of the model. Support for basing control at the
whole-animal level is provided by Pattee (1973): ‘Many
hierarchical structures will arise from the detailed dynamics
of the elements … but the optimum degree of constraint for
hierarchical control is not determined by the detailed
dynamics of the elements. The dynamics of control is
determined by how these details are ignored. In other words,
hierarchical controls arise from a degree of internal
constraint that forces the elements into a collective,
simplified behaviour that is independent of selected details
of the dynamic behaviour of its elements.’

It is not feasible for an ME (digestible energy), or NE
model to represent differences in efficiency resulting from
the combined effects of various factors which contribute to
them: (1) ingestion, digestion, and absorption of digestible
nutrients; (2) ingestion and faecal excretion of non-
digestible materials; (3) biochemical conversion of nutrients
to ATP and animal products; (4) urinary excretion of
nutrients that cannot be metabolized; (5) synthesis of animal
products, and retention and (or) secretion. These are
incorporated to varying extents in the conventional models
of energy utilization by animals. The digestible energy
approach is the simplest and explains the greatest extent of
variation in the useful energy which can be derived from
nutrient intake, however variation arising from digestion
and metabolism is not taken into account. The ME system
considers the energy physically lost through urinary
excretion, but not the energy required to drive that
excretion. Furthermore, estimates of N excretion used to
define ME are at best only approximations and cannot
account for the varying metabolic status of the animal. In an
NE system the effects of both biochemical inefficiency and
dietary energy density are implicitly represented in the
statistical relationships which define NE as a function of diet
composition (e.g. Noblet et al. 1994a). However, the
objective of an NE system, i.e. estimating the useful energy
which can be derived from a nutrient source, cannot be
achieved completely because NE equations make no
allowance for variation in the metabolic state of an animal.
The effective energy concept of Emmans (1994) includes
the energetic costs of faecal and urinary excretion, but the
combined effects of other sources of inefficiency are still
represented by statistically derived energetic efficiencies.
Biological and biochemical energetic efficiencies are
naturally represented in the nutritional process model
which closely associates the main energy requirements with
the biological processes which incur them.

Although the purpose of the nutritional process model is
to predict the utilization and partitioning of nutrient intake
in animals without explicit consideration of energy flows, it
is possible to generate the implied energy flows calculated
from a model outputs. In this case the nutritional process
model becomes a mechanistic net energy model which can
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take full account of both the source and metabolic use of
nutrients. This provides a means for calculating the NE
densities of diets in terms of their nutrient composition, for
particular defined metabolic states. BE, independent of both
diet nutrient composition and metabolic state, is concep-
tually very close to the classical definition of NEm and may
be used to represent that term in the definition of NE ¼
BE 1 RE: Model-generated NE densities can provide a
powerful means for quantitatively comparing and ranking
diets under specified metabolic conditions.

A general conceptual framework has been presented for
modelling animal nutrition based on qualitatively accurate
and biologically meaningful principles. To use the model
for simulation of commercial animal production requires
accurate prediction of quantitative response for specific
animals and conditions (de Lange et al. 2001). Such a
predictive model will generally be more robust, i.e.
extrapolated accurately and easily to different situations, if
it is based on a flexible and biologically meaningful
underlying conceptual structure, such as the nutritional
process model presented above, rather than on ad hoc or
statistical relationships. This application requires the
development of a detailed computational structure for the
various subprocesses that determine the input–output
response of the main biological and biochemical transform-
ations. This includes the selection of a relevant set of
explicit nutrient flows, represented as average flows over a
time period consistent with the whole-animal observations
that determine the control rules which differentiate between
competing metabolic pathways for nutrients. A compu-
tational structure applicable to growing monogastric
animals is described by Birkett & de Lange (2001a), and
a detailed calibration procedure for adjusting the marginal
and absolute response of this model is described by Birkett
& de Lange (2001b), and applied to parameterize a practical
model for nutrient utilization by pigs. The nutritional
process model should improve the accuracy of predictions
of energy utilization for diets with varying nutrient
compositions, under a wide range of animal metabolic
conditions and production levels. In addition to this
representation of energy utilization, a complete practical
model representing animal production would require several
other steps: (1) detailed representation of amino acid
utilization and requirements for production and support; (2)
control rules for partitioning nutrient intake beween lipid,
protein, and carbohydrate, e.g. lactose in lactating animals,
in animal products; (3) relationships between body chemical
and physical composition; (4) an additional calibration
adjustment so the predictions for particular practical, e.g.
on-farm, conditions are accurate.
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